
How Linecrest 
created a high-tech 
mining revolution
Less than three years ago, Linecrest created a vision to harness 
new technology to restart the Northern Territory’s (NT) iron-ore 
sector and benefit the community.

Today with parent company NT Bullion, Linecrest’s relentless 
R&D focus is not only putting NT back on the map for mining, it is 
creating a hi-tech revolution that’s already yielding significant, 
socio-economic and environmental benefits.
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Putting NT on the map
A world first in iron-ore mining operations
Seven years ago, a fleeting mining boom in the Top 
End quickly turned to bust, and with it the closure of the 
Frances Creek mine. Now, its new operator, Linecrest, 
which is 50% indigenous owned, is delivering on a vision 
to restart Frances Creek by leveraging new technology. 
Linecrest inherited a 4-million-tonne waste stockpile 
at the site. This contained valuable iron ore, but in 
concentrations too low to make it sellable. Rather than 
seeing the waste as an environmental headache, 
Linecrest explored how best to clean it up.

In a world first, Linecrest successfully adapted a Steinert 
ore sorting machine, previously used on diamonds and 
gold, to beneficiate the waste iron ore at Frances Creek. 
Linecrest’s early testing found it could increase the 
concentration of iron ore in the stockpiles from 35-40% 
to 60-61%. This meant the business could transform a 
waste product into an economically viable one; and 
tackle an environmental eyesore at the same time. With 
proof of principle established, it was time for the Top 
End miner to scale up towards full production and begin 
beneficiating all the waste iron ore.

From capital crunch to doubling R&D 
investment
Linecrest’s plans soon hit a snag. The innovative 
business is privately-owned. This made it hard to raise 
enough equity and loan capital to cover the $15 million 
investment in plant and equipment the business needed.

NT Bullion Executive Chairman Anthony Short says, “We 
were already looking to apply for the R&D tax incentive, 
then we heard how Radium Advances could let us 
access our refund early.”

Linecrest initially locked in an annual advance but soon 
identified the strategic potential of periodic Radium 
Advances to help it achieve its vision for Frances Creek 
mine. The NT miner switched to a schedule of quarterly 
advances before transitioning to monthly Radium 
Advances, which it 100% reinvests into R&D programs.

“Using Radium Advances strategically has allowed us to 
reinvest in R&D from the outset, which meant we could 
scale up and get into production much faster,”  
Anthony says.

In addition to accelerating Linecrest’s project timeline, 
Radium Advances are also delivering significant capital 
and cash flow benefits for the miner.

“If we didn’t have Radium Advances, we’d be spending 
less than half of what we currently spend on R&D,” 
Anthony explains.

Delivering community benefits and 
unlocking R&D beyond iron ore
Over the coming months, Linecrest will export around 
300,000 tonnes of iron ore, that it has beneficiated from 
stockpiles, to overseas markets. 

The technological breakthrough in ore sorting is not 
only contributing to the existing mine site’s rehabilitation 
and cash flow, it will also improve the environmental 
management and profitability of any new open-cut 
operations. Linecrest’s mining reboot will employ 30 
local full-time staff and generate a new revenue stream 
for the NT Government. 

Thanks to their cutting-edge research, NT Bullion and 
Linecrest’s strategy for growth won’t stop at the NT 
border or iron-ore mining either. With plans underway 
to expand into Western Australia, NT Bullion will also be 
applying its ore sorting technology to gold operations, 
as part of a wider partnership initiative with ore sorting 
machine manufacturer, Steinert. NT Bullion and Linecrest 
are also working with Radium Capital to identify other 
leading-edge technologies, which could be adapted for 
use at NT Bullion’s mine sites and then marketed to other 
miners or mine rehabilitation specialists.

“Getting a Radium Advance 
is a seamless process, and 
businesses will manage their 
cash flow better and accelerate 
their R&D if they use R&D 
advances throughout the year.”

- NT Bullion Executive Chairman Anthony Short


